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By Eleanor Morris Wu

Light Switch Press, 2017. Paperback. Condition: New. Language: English . Brand New Book *****
Print on Demand *****.Eleanor Morris Wu has written a new Physics book inspired from the Archives
of Ancient Chinese, Science and Chinese, I Ching, Stellar Slapstick and Surrealism and Dadaism of
deep space and will be exploring end purposes of inverse activity and that will lead to conversation
of entropy through use of surrogate in the solar planet systems, planets as differentials of the solar
sun as well as meme like planets will be presented. The issues that are developed in her book are as
follows: - Using ancient Chinese concepts of Yin/Yang and Number theory, they have solved the
oldest problems in science brought up by ancient Greeks, squaring of the circle and the wave-
particle duality. Theories of ancient Chinese science shown to be validated in Einstein s theory of
General Relativity. - New ways of using ancient Chinese science to get information about DNA. - She
has also discussed other things like the machine that produces perpetual energy of the sun. Origin
of Black holes. - Is there any other place in our solar system that can support human-like life? - How
to tell...
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Complete information for pdf fans. it had been writtern quite perfectly and helpful. You can expect to like how the article writer compose this ebook.
-- Ja ck Hir the-- Ja ck Hir the

It in a single of the best ebook. I am quite late in start reading this one, but better then never. I am delighted to inform you that here is the greatest ebook i
have got read through inside my very own daily life and may be he best book for at any time.
-- Eunice Schulist-- Eunice Schulist
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